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Hearst Castle brings trade to San Simeon

Campaign
financing
rejected
by ASI
By Jennifer Smagala
Staff Writer

Photo couttaty Haarst San Simaon Stata Historical Monumant

The Neptune Pool at Hearst Castle

By C. Barks
staff Writer

Second in a series.
Hearst San Simeon State Historical Monument attracts more
visitors per year than any other single location in California, with
the exceptions of Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Disneyland,
according to the State Department of Parks and Recreation.
San Simeon, a small village about five minutes south of Hearst
Castle along Highway 1, directly benefits from this influx of
people, said a San Simeon Chamber of Commerce representative.
“ San Simeon is basically two or three blocks of hotels that are
here to house the tourists, and some restaurants that are here to
feed them,’’ she said. “ Pretty much everything that’s grown up
around here business-wise revolves around the castle.’’
Located almost exactly halfway between Los Angeles and San
Francisco, the town is a popular stop for people who are touring
the coast, she said. However, if the Hearst Castle tours should
suddenly cease, “ it would be very questionable whether the town
could keep going,’’ she said.
One of the drawbacks of being so near the castle is that the
town has difficulty connecting as a community, she said.
“ People get so involved in serving the tourists that sometimes

we forget that we’re a community — that’s something that could
be worked on.’’
However, the local merchants are certainly very appreciative of
the money generated by Hearst Castle tourists. A San Simeon
liquor store employee, who asked to remain anonymous, said,
“ Without Hearst Castle, this business would probably go broke.
It’s the tourists who spend the most money.”
San Simeon business people aren’t the only ones who are happy
about the popularity of the castle. According to the State
Department of Parks and Recreation, it is the only facility they
operate that returns a significant amount of money to the state’s
general fund.
A guide at the monument, Denise Whaley, said that William
Randolph Hearst spent about $5 million building and furnishing
it. Today, the state of California estimates it would cost between
$S0 million and $60 million to replicate, not including the art
work, which is of incalculable value. According to Whaley, it cost
about $6.5 million to operate the monument last year.
Attendance figures for 1984-1985 put the number of people
who have visited Hearst Castle at 17,210,384 since its opening in
1958.

Student leaders decided last
summer not to accept $3,000
from the Administration to fund
an information campaign for the
upcoming athletic scholarship
referendum because they were
worried about the ASI image.
“ When you put a lot of money
into a campaign, students find it
hard to differentiate between an
information campaign and a
snow job,” said Kevin Swanson,
ASI president.
Students will vote Nov. 4 and 5
on whether to help fund athletic
scholarships with a $4 student
fee increase.
Swanson said that even if ASI
received the money, he would be
reasonably certain that the cam
paign would run unbiased.
However, he said, “ if we accept
money from the Administration,
students may feel we are being
controlled by the university.”
Swanson explained that the
difference between accepting
money from the Administration,
to run the campaign and using
student money is that the Ad
ministration has made a public
statement favoring the referen
dum, and ASI has not.
ASI Vice President Stan Van
VIeck said, “ The Administration
never made a public statement
on the issue. (Cal Poly) President
(Warren) Baker said that he sup
ported the task committee’s
recommendation for the fee in
crease if the students want it.
“ Last spring, Michael Mendes,
former ASI president, and I
worked to get the money from
the Administration. The money
was offered in a verbal agree
ment to the students with ‘no
strings attached,’ ” Van VIeck
said.
Swanson made the decision not
to accept the money after con
sulting some members of his exSee MONEY, back page

Solving housing disputes

Court may be the answer
By Jerry McKay

IN QUOTES

StaH Writer

Students moving into new apartments fall quarter may not think
ahead to the time when they check out in spring, but it would be to
their advantage to do so, according to Cal Poly Housing Director
Robert Bostrom.
Tenants who believe their landlords have unfairly withheld charges
from their cleaning or security deposit should challenge those
charges either face-to-face or in small claims court, said Bostrom.
San Luis Obispo attorney John Ronca, Jr. said tenants are entitled
to a full refund of their deposits or an itemized list of deductions
See HOUSING, back page

Does science interfere
with nature too much by
preventing death? See
iNSIGHT, page 5.

The real war will never get in the books.
— Walt Whitman
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Athletes should take drug tests

Who’s fault was the
failure of the summit?
Ted Castle,
omore:

mathematics

soph

I believe Gorbachev went at it
the wrong way. He expected too
much. He was dreaming if he
thought he could get Reagan to
cancel SDI.

Adam
C ollazo,
freshman:

y

mathematics

I think it was Ronald Reagan’s
fault. He would not relent on
SDÌ. 1 think if he had made some
concessions on SDI he would
have gotten a lot further.

Later this fall, teams fortunate
enough to reach the NCAA
championships will be subject to
random drug testing. Colleges
with players that test positive to
drugs will face major sanctions
that could cripple their athletic
programs.
Drug testing is a much-needed
component in the NCAA’s ef
forts to clean up college athletics
and restore integrity to an in
stitution blatantly scarred by re
cent and highly-publicized
misdeeds.
College athletics has been
rocked by allegations of boosters
paying athletes and teachers let
ting players slide through class.
Coaches have been caught trying
to lure prep athletes with pro
mises of cash, girlfriends and
BMW’s.
Now the presence of drugs is
threatening to corrupt college
athletics even further. The com
bination of sports and drugs is a
can of worms, and as each case
arises, college athletics receives a
black mark.
Let’s face it. Athletes usually
are a college’s most visible entity
— its ambassadors. When many
people think of Oklahoma, they
think, ’’Great football team.
What a running attack.” And a

Brian
Chamberlain,
natural
resources management sopho
more:

1 think it’s both their faults.
Neither one seems like they’re
ready to give anything up. They
both expected the other side to
give something up, but they
refused to do so themselves.
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REPORTER’S
NOTEBOOK
Elmer Ramos
lot of people’s only recollection of
Georgetown is that it is the
school for which Patrick Ewing
played.
Simply put, the image and
reputation of many schools,
e s p e c ia lly
th e
a th le tic
powerhouses, ride on the actions
of their athletes.
Athletes also are an invest
ment. Each year, colleges dole
out millions of dollars — from
tuition to alumni and boosterclub donations — to support
their teams. Many are not get
ting a worthy return.
A lot of students not on a col
legiate team have problems get
ting school work done. Think of
the additional burden of prac
tices and games. Then tack on
the tribulations of doing drugs.
Somewhere along the way, the
student-athlete is failing to give
100 percent toward being a true
student-athlete.
The cocaine-induced death of
University of Maryland basket
ball star Len Bias should be

letters to the editor

Martha Crosley, child develop
ment and family studies senior:

I don’t think it was anybody’s
fault. I don’t think either side
was prepared to do what they
were supposed to do. I don’t
think our president prayed
through the situation.

sobering to those who still ques
tion the effect of drugs. Bias lost
out on a potentially stellar pro
fessional career and a college
degree.
Meanwhile, the university has
been dealt a major blow, the
coach’s job has been endangered
and the athletic program’s ethics
and integrity have been ques
tioned.
Because of drugs. Bias, his
family and friends, the school
and everyone connected with it
have come out losers.
Drug testing is by no means a
new concept. The military and
high-tech firms screen their
employees, and soon, federal
employees in sensitive positions
will be tested.
Yet many will argue that col
lege athletics is not in the same
league as high-tech firms and
federal employees. Sports, they
say, are just not that important.
Wrong. America was built
around the concept of competi
tion, and Americans place great
value on competition’s purest
form: sports.
By mandating drug-testing,
the NCAA has taken a major
step toward making college
athletics worthy of its lofty posi
tion.

Students are not being
treated fairly in SLO
Editor — Something reaiiy bad is
happening in San Luis Obispo and it
is time for Cai Poiy to reaiize it. We
are beginning to iive in a piace that
does not know how to handie being
a “coiiege town.”
Last weekend I was at a party
that, needless to sgy, was broken
up before it got started. This is not
to say that a couple of policemen
came by and asked us to turn down
the music, or even warn us of their
intentions. Instead, five police cars
turned up and demanded that
everyone leave or the occupants of
the house could be charged with
criminal offenses. And the scene is
set weekend after weekend so that
now it is not worth investing money
in a friendly get-together.
It seems contradictory that when

we drive downtown we see the ban
ners welcoming Cal Poly back to
school (realizing that Cal Poly is
how San Luis Obispo survives), yet
they choose to confine us. To be
realistic, in any area with a large
student population allowances have
to be made for this group. Cal Poly
certainly has a say in the bureau
cracy of this town — don’t you think
it is time to do something?
JULIE HORN

Health Center pleased
to receive student input
Editor — This letter is in response
to John C. Zucheili's letter (Oct. 9)
concerning the Student Health
Center. First of all, I would like to
thank Zuchelli for writing the letter.
As an officer on the Student Health
Advisory Council (SHAC), I am very
interested in student input concern
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ing the facility.
The Wellness Decathlon provided
a unique opportunity for Cal Poly
students. Instead of students hav
ing to travel to the Health Center, a
portion of the Health Center was
taken to them in the University
Union. The Wellness Decathlon is
hold twice per academic year, is
much more than mere wellness
education and does not “nearly
close” the said vital facility.
Should Zuchelli or any other stu
dent feel disgruntled with the
Health Center or its services I urge
you to attend any SHAC meeting
which is held every Tuesday.
Likewise, should any student have
compliments concerning the Health
Center, or wish to find out more
about SHAC and how you can
become involved with the Health
Center, I urge you to attend as well.
LOUIS T. ELLIS
SHAC Vice Chairman
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House passes immigration bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House passed a bill Wednesday
to slow the influx of illegal aliens with a carrot-and-stick pro
gram of amnesty for those with roots and penalties for
employers who hire undocumented workers.
The compromise legislation, written by a conference commit
tee, went to the Senate after the 238-173 vote.
“ It isn’t the Sistine Chapel, but it’s not a bad paint job,’’ said
Rep. Dan Lungren, R-Calif., who played a major role in writing
the bill.
The bill had been forced off the House floor late last month in
an embarrassing procedural defeat that left sponsors pronounc
ing it dead.
But with nearly 5,000 aliens apprehended on a typical day,
not to speak of those who elude U.S. Border Patrol and other
authorities, sponsors resuscitated the legislation within the last
week.
A determined band of legislators was bent on getting an im
migration bill passed despite the rapidly approaching Nov. 4
elections and the rush to adjournment. These lawmakers led
conference talks which produced a compromise version of the
bill.

Bomb injures 40 in Jerusalem

Man wins libel suit against Soviet Union
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
California businessman who won
an unprecedented $450,000 libel
judgment against the Soviet
Union received a go-ahead Wed
nesday from a federal magistrate
to begin seizing Soviet assets in
the United States.
Attorney Gerald Kroll, repre
senting Raphael Gregorian, said
he would move within the next
two weeks to attach unspecified
Soviet holdings in the United
States unless Soviet officials

JERUSALEM (AP) — A bomb exploded Wednesday night
near the Wailing Wall in the Old City of Jerusalem, injuring
about 40 people, Israeli television said.
The television report said the explosion took place near the
Wailing Wall in the mostly Palestinian East Jerusalem. It said
most of the injured were taken to Hadassah Hospital, and
police were searching the Old City area.
Moshe Dayan, a spokesman for Magen David, the Israeli Red
Cross, told The Associated Press: “ There has been an explosion.
Many people have been injured.’’

changed their minds and pay
Gregorian.
“ We are fine-tuning our
targets,’’ Kroll said. “ We want
our first effort to be a success.’’
He declined to say which
Soviet assets would be the first
on his list, but said the
possibilities include bank ac
counts held by the Soviet Union
in the United States as well as
companies which they operate,
including a Milwaukee, Wis.,
tractor factory.

Gregorian, 56, who operated a
medical supply company in the
Soviet Union for 14 years, was
expelled in 1984 and was accused
in the Soviet press of being a
spy.
Gregorian took the unusual
step of suing the Soviet gov
ernment and its newspaper,
Izvestia, for libel. His suit
sought $10 million in damages
and payment for medical sup
plies which were delivered before
his expulsion.
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Afghan leader presides over withdrawal o f Soviet troops
SH IN D A N D ,
A fg h a n ista n
(AP) — Communist Party chief
Najibullah threw flower petals at
ab*vut 1,500 members of a Soviet
;ank regiment who clanked away
m a dusty column yesterday on
rhcir long and well-publicized trip

home.
The departure from a parched
basin in this region near the Ira
n ia n f r o n tie r b eg a n th e
withdrawal of about 8,000 of the
estimated 115,000 Soviet soldiers
who help the communist gov-

ernment fight Moslem guerrillas.
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gor
bachev promised the pullout in
Ju ly , during a speech in
Vladivostok. Moscow has con
tended that Afghan government
forces are much stronger now

Only Löwenbräu is brewed in the world’s great beer drink
ing countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Löwenbräu, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Löwenbräu, Munich. Only Löw enbräu gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.

THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.

f>-

than when it sent the first troops
to Kabul in December 1979.
W e ste rn
d ip lo m a ts
in
Afghanistan say the withdrawal
is insignificant, a gesture timed
to ward off criticism during an
nual U.N. debate on the Afghan

war later this year.
Soviet officials call it a symbol
of Kremlin willingness to achieve
a p o litica l
settlem ent
in
Afghanistan. They say a com
plete pullout is not possible until
the United States, Pakistan and
other countries stop supplying
political support and weapons to
the Moslem guerrillas.
Publicity about the withdrawal
began immediately after Gor
bachev’s announcement
and
culminated this week in a
carefully supervised visit to
Afghanistan for about 100
foreign journalists, most of them
from the Soviet Union and its
East European allies.
The seven-day tour was ar
ranged in Moscow by the Soviet
Foreign Ministry and Afghan of
ficials.
Visiting reporters are allowed
almost no independent move
ment, but the visit has provided
a rare glimpse of life since the
1978
communist
revolution
plunged government forces and
Moslem rebels into a war that
many observers feel neither side
can win. Afghanistan normally is
closed to Western journalists.
Najibullah was dressed in
green fatigues for the heroes’
sendoff given the tank soldiers.
He declared the occasion “ a his
toric day for Afghanistan.”
The 38-year-old leader told the
departing troops the years after
the coup in April 1978 were ‘‘a
difficult and black period of our
revolution,” but government
forces had grown stronger with
the Soviets’ help.
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calendar

W-

thursday 1 6
•The Escape Route will hold a
leadership workshop at 11 a.m.
Thursday in the Craft Center
Gallery. Basic communication
and leadership skills will be
taught.
•The Fellowship of Active
Christian Thinkers (FACT) will
sponsor a multi-media ” Rock and
Roll Seminar” at 11 a.m. and 4
and 7 p.m.Thursday in Chumash
Auditorium.

friday 1 7
*

h

I

•The Rodeo Club will sponsor a
fall rodeo at 6 p.m. in Collett
Arena. Admission is $2 for stu
dents, children and senior citi
zens and $4 for the public.
•ASI Outings will sponsor the
following events on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday: a beginn
ing caving seminar to Sequoia
National Park, a bicycle tour in
King’s Canyon National Park,
dayhiking at "Mineral King Na
tional Park, a breakfast bicycle
ride to The Custom House, and a
brunch outing at Spyglass Inn.
Signups are available in the
Escape Route, University Union
Room 112.
Submissions contributed fo r
consideration fo r publication in
Calendar must be received by
noon two days prior to the event.
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Longer life-spans will result
in higher costs to society
merica is getting older, not just as a na
tion but as a population. With birth rates
dropping and life expectancy always in
creasing, the number of elderly in the
nation will be rising dramatically in the
near future.
Growing old is a frightening prospect for many
people, and their fears are not irrational. As the
percentage of people over 65 increases, so will the
costs to society of supporting this percentage.
According to the Population Reference Bureau’s
1986 World Population Data Sheet, 12 percent of
the U.S. population is now over 65. The current
rate of population growth is 0.7 percent, and
children born today can be expected to live 75
years on the average.
Sociology professor Harold Kerbo said a major
result of this increased elderly population will be
higher medical and Social Security expenses. But
further funding increases may be difficult to han
dle. The Social Security System is already the se
cond largest budget item in the nation, behind only
the military.
“ I’m of the baby boom generation,’’ Kerbo said.
“ I’m in my 30s, and I’ll be retiring in 2020 or
something like that. At that point there will be so
many of the baby boom generation retiring that
it’s going to be a drastic strain on the Social Secu
rity system if something isn’t done.’’
By the time this happens, several changes will
occur to help society adjust to the increased costs.
For example, the retirement age will be raised to 70
or more to slow down the retirement boom, Kerbo
predicted.
The Social Security Administration will have to
drain more money from the non-retired working
population to compensate for the needs of the
elderly, Kerbo said. Currently, three workers pay
into the system for every one that takes out. By
2020 this ratio will drop-to two to one, he said.
“ They’ll have to take much more money from
those two workers.’’
Social Security will continue to grow because the
elderly are becoming a very strong political force,
Kerbo said. Older people simply have a higher
percentage of voter turnout in relation to the rest
of the population. Their numbers are seen as an
asset by politicians, who may be giving the elderly
a larger ear.

Their political influence has been used to get
what they need: a stronger social care system. As a
political group, the elderly have been able to not
only prevent cutbacks in the Social Security
budget, but to expand it. As a result, the elderly
are now the only category of people in which the
poverty level has actually been decreasing, Kerbo
said. Only 15 years ago the situation was reversed
and the elderly had one of the highest rates of
poverty in the nation.
Retired in society
As people retire, they take with them a desire for
relaxation and an easier way of life. Unfortunately,
this only compounds the health care problem.
“ Retirement has really not helped people,’’ Kerbo
said. “ Their health deteriorates usually after they
retire.’’
John Hampton, a biological sciences professor
who teaches a class on aging, agreed. He noted a
“ bump’’ in the death rate shortly after retirement.
The cause, he said, is a lack of opportunities to
contribute to society after retirement, which leads
to physical and mental debilitation. “ People who
are mentally active live longer,’’ he added.
Kerbo said the medical system is the primary
cause of the increase in the percentage of elderly in
society because medicine is allowing people to live
much longer. As a result, society must change the
way that it looks at old people. It is better both for
society and the elderly if they have a chance to be
more productive, he said.
Philosophy professor Laurence Houlgate said
older people simply need to be allowed the chance
to contribute. As opportunities for self worth,
these chances are very important. “ I’d object to
the idea that the only use a person has is
economic,’’ he said. “ The notion of the usefulness
of a person goes far beyond their economic con
tribution. Just by being a good grandmother, for
example — that, to me, is probably an even better
contribution to society.’’
According to Ann Morgan, a psychology and
human development professor, some rather drastic
changes will have to take place before the elderly
can be seen as legitimate contributors to society.
She said society ignores things that primarily af
fect older people. “ I’m convinced we discriminate
against the elderly,’’ she said.

A

See AGING, page 6

Quality of life may suffer
as result of prolonging life
efo re m ore research
dollars are funneled into
prolonging life for the
elderly, society needs to
consider questions about
whether science and medicine
should tamper with the processes
that control death and lifespan,
whatever they may be.
The Christian Science point of
view is that medicine is simply
another belief system, said
Virginia McCoy of the First
Church of Christ, Scientist in
San Luis Obispo. Some people
believe in the power of God to
heal. Others believe in the power
of medicine. Christian Scientists
believe that spiritual means and
mental and moral change will
heal the body.
Laurence Houlgate, a Cal Poly
philosophy professor, said that
extending life often means pro
longing suffering. He said socie
ty has to come to terms with the
fact that in prolonging the
lifespans of the elderly, not much
is done to deal with the quality of
their lives. They may still go on
to live a life of neglect and
psychological and physical pain.
Said Houlgate: “ Are we sup
posed to place such a high value
on the preservation of life that it
is worth more to us to preserve
life than the quality of the life
itself?’’
The natural law viewpoint is
that man is never supposed to
directly intend anyone’s death;
one of the primary values that
man is supposed to promote in
the world is the preservation of
human life. Based on this, medi
cine is doing the right thing.
Natural law is a set of moral
standards prescribed by the
philosopher Plato about 2,400
years ago, which is still the
foundation for much ethical
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thought today.
Natural law allows distinctions
to be made between “ ordinary’’
and “ extraordinary’’ means of
keeping people alive, Houlgate
said.
Extraordinary means may be
withdrawn if it is felt that the
quality of the person’s life is go
ing to suffer in the long run. Ex
amples of this are a respirator or
a heart-lung machine.
Ordinary means may not be
w ithdraw n under any c ir
cumstances. An example of ordi
nary means would be a feeding
tube, because feeding is a normal
means of keeping a person alive.
Man is allowed to extend life on
ly as long as it promotes a per
son’s well-being.
“ Suppose, for example, the on
ly way I could keep someone
alive would be by continually
pumping up and down on their
chest,’’ said Houlgate. “ There’s
no technology in that at all. Well,
after a while my arms are going
to give out and I’m not going to
be able to do it. But I’m not to
blame if I stop.’’
On the other hand, there is
nothing in natural law that
obligates science to prolong
human life. But in prolonging
life, society is obligated morally
to guarantee a reasonable quality
of life, Houlgate said.
C.A. Lundy, in his book “ The
Life Entity,’’ describes life as
“ that which we call Intellect ...
and thus brings to the brain the
understanding that enables the
eye to see, the ear to hear, the
tongue to taste, the mind to
reason and proclaim its conclu
sions.’’ It is these things that
could, perhaps, be described as
amounting to a reasonable quali
ty of life.
See MEDICINE, page 6
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Professors recite protest poetry

AGING
From pages

Morgan pointed to the medical
field as an example of this
discrimination. She said the em
phasis is in the wrong place, in
that medical research dollars are
being diverted from the elderly.
Society sees the diseases of the
elderly as unimportant because
their life is near its end anyway.
Diseases such as AIDS are seen
as more pressing to society as a
whole, she said. But if diseases
affecting the elderly could be
cured through more research, a
great resource of elderly people
could return to society as pro
ductive members, and the health
care costs for the elderly would
be dramatically reduced.
Although those over 65 repre
sent 12 percent of the population,
one third of the $387 billion
spent on health care in 1984 went
to their group, according to an
article in the October issue of
Omni magazine. By the year
2000, 2 million people will be in

nursing homes, up from 1.2
million in 1980, and $200 billion
will be spent on health care for
the aged.
‘T m saying we don’t need
more nursing hom es,” said
Morgan. “ We need more research
to eliminate the diseases that are
p u ttin g people in nursing
homes.”
Kerbo, however, said: “ The
ones that are the most important
diseases right now, with the ex
ception of AIDS, are the diseases
that are affecting the elderly
more than anybody else. The
money is where it should be.”
Very soon, society will have to
deal with the changes that an
larger retired population will br
ing. This will have to include a
close look at the role of the elder
ly and an examination of socie
ty’s duty toward the group that
will perhaps have the most
potential for change in the near
future.

By Julie A . W illiam s

staff Writer

Seven Cal Poly professors
from the English and foreign
language departments read their
own poetry in honor of World
Poetry Day in front of a packed
Chumash Auditorium Wednes
day.
“ Poetry of Protest” was the
theme of the forum, the idea be
ing that poetry is often the cons
cience of the people, said Gordon
Curzon, an English professor and
chairman of the event.
“ Poetry has been addressed to
various wrongs,” Curzon said.
There have been poems regar
ding the women’s movement,
civil rights, religious efforts and
the anti-war movement, he said,
adding, “ Poetry has been used to
express the deepest of feelings
and grievances.”
Many of the poems concerned
AIDS victims, the Central
American situation, and one was
about a professor’s mother. Also,

MEDICINE
From pages

Elaine Holder, a psychology
professor who teaches a class on
the psychology of death, said,
“ The big question becomes
‘When do you draw the line?’
When do you say it’s time to
quit?” She said this point is
reached when the quality of life
has diminished. However, the

decision must be made on an in
dividual basis; there is no room
for blanket guidelines.
Biological science professor
John Hampton said that from a
medical point of view, doctors
and other health professionals
simply cannot look the other way
when it comes to caring for the

elderly. In the medical communi
ty there is no point at which all
hope is lost and the search for
continued life should end, he
said.
“ Medicine has a duty to look
after people who cannot look
after themselves,” he said. “ Its a
healing art. It can’t go any other
way.”

several poems were written and
read in Spanish, to emphasize the
worldwide appeal of poetry.
Bill Little, head of the foreign
languages departm ent, said,
“ Writing in Spanish is probably
the supremest protest of all. I
consider myself a Chicano poet,
even though I’m not Chicano.”
As people sat in the aisles
against the wall, the first
speaker, Alurista, said language
can’t survive without society,
and society can’t survive without
language. Alurista is the pen
name of a foreign language
department instructor; it is how
he wishes to be known.
English
professor
Angela
Estes said she believes that all
poems are poems of protest, and
“ every poem about one’s mother
is a protest poem, even a love
poem.”
Professor Gloria Trevino of the
foreign language department
wrote a poem about a young
Latino man who was dying of
AIDS. “ The man is full of soli
tude and anger at the Latino
society which refuses to accept
people that are different,” she
said.
As the speakers sat in the
front row, intensely listening
with tilted heads and crossed
arms, Sauny Dills, English pro
fessor and graduate student said,
“ Almost all poetry is a protest
against silence.”
Hernán Castellano of the
foreign language department and
Waine Pounds of the English
department also gave readings in

TUSTIN ELLISON/Mustan« Dally

Alurista

Spanish.
“ I wanted to get people to
think,” said Curzon, who is the
editor of the California State
Poetry Society magazine and
creator of the World Poetry Day
theme.
In addition to the fight for
human rights. Amnesty Interna
tional and the anti-apartheid
movement have been subjects of
poetry of protest.

SDI used as campaign tool
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calls the Strategic Defense Ini
tiative.
The president addressed a
crowd of 1,100 at a luncheon
which officials said raised
$140,000 for the campaign of
former White House aide Linda
Chavez, the GOP candidate for
senator in Maryland.
“ Forty-eight hours after we
came home from Reykjavik,
some on Capitol Hill were al
ready proceeding to take a
meat-axe and chop up America’s
Strategic
Defense
Initiative,
which is exactly what Mr. Gor
bachev is hoping the Congress
will do,” Reagan said.

CAREERS FOR ENGINEERS

Call 543-1114

(

BALTIMORE (AP) — Presi
dent Reagan appealed to a
Republican crowd on Wednesday
not to allow congressional oppo
nents of his “ Star Wars” defense
against nuclear attack to “ hand
over to the Soviet Union free of
charge what we refused to hand
over across the negotiating table
in Reykjavik.”
Making his first partisan use
of the summit meeting with
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
since returning from the Icelan
dic c a p ita l, Reagan urged
Republicans to demand of can
didates where they stand on his
missile defense plan, which he

(IE, EE, EL, ME)
Proctor & Gamble Manufacturing is coming to Cal
Poly from Modesto, CA to conduct a presentation
on Technical Management careers for engineers.
The presentation is at 7 PM on Thursday, October
16th
in
the
Staff
Dining
Room
C.

Representatives will also be on campus November
12th f or i n t e r v i e w s .
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or most students, the State
A cadem ic Senate
may
sound like a distant political
body. In fact, Cal Poly has its
own academic senate and three
faculty members who serve as
senators on the State Academic
Senate. Although State Academ
ic Senate meetings are held off
campus, decisions reached by the
senate can have direct impact on
faculty and staff on this campus.
Each CSU may have a campus
academic senate which is com
posed of faculty representatives
from each school and from other
campus organizations. The local
senate sends opinions and reso
lutions through the senators who
serve on the state academic
senate.

F

The Senators
□ Joe Weatherby, a political
science professor who was a state
senator in the late 1970s and ear
ly 1980s, took a break because he
said at Cal Poly there is an unof
ficial policy not to run for more
than two consecutive terms. Now
he is back heading the consor
tium committee and is also runn
ing for faculty trustee — the only
faculty member to serve on the
Board of Trustees. He has in the
past chaired the faculty affairs
committee, was secretary of the
state senate, served on the state
executive committee and chaired
the committee to rewrite the
state senate’s constitution.

“ I think you have to feel you
have something to offer, in the
sense that you have some ideas
of how to make things better,”
he said.
□ The newest senator on the
block, political science professor
Reg Gooden, chaired the campus
senate for the 1984-85 term. He
said he was drawn into serving
on the state senate. ‘‘It was one
of those times when I was inter
ested in the issues and as a result
of serving as chair of the local
senate, it was just a propitious
time,” he said. He began his term
September 1985, and like all
senators, will serve a three-year
term.
Being a state senator takes
time, so elected senators are

Academic Senate
Three Cal Poly faculty members contribute their
knowledge and skills to the State Academic Senate.
Their decisions directly affect the faculty
and academic policies o f the entire CSU system.
By Pamela Varma
The chairperson of the state
senate then conveys decisions
and opinions to the Board of
Trustees, the final decision
making body for the CSU
system.
The statewide senate deals
with questions of academic
policy and faculty affairs in a
context of the entire California
State University system. Issues
such as fee increases, changes in
general education requirements
or what constitutes an issue for
collective bargaining may be
discussed.
Senators from each university
look out for the interests of their
home campus but must also view
issues in the broader, systemwide scheme.
There are four standing com
mittees of the state senate on
which a senator may serve: gov
ernmental affairs, faculty affairs,
academic affairs and the consor
tium committee. Each of Cal Po
ly’s three senators is currently
serving on one of the four com
mittees. Although no Cal Poly
senator currently serves on the
academic affairs committee, this
campus is not lacking in experi
enced senators.

He said he got involved
because, like many political
science professors, ‘‘I like the
game, I think it’s fun. I like the
game even if I lose.”
□Tim Kersten, economics pro
fessor, got involved in the cam
pus senate in the 1970s because
he said there were some issues
that needed to be addressed.
After chairing the campus senate
from 1980 to 1982, he was
elected as state senator and was
re-elected last spring. He chaired
the faculty affairs committee for
two years, has been involved in
several task forces including one
on collegiality, and currently
serves on the government affairs
committee.

granted release time. The state
buys the equivalent of one course
from each senator so they do not
have to cut corners in either their
teaching or in their preparation
for the senate meetings. Gooden
said he thinks state senators
may be better prepared than
their colleagues at the local level
because of the release time.

The Issues
K e rs te n ,
G ooden
and
Weatherby are hoping to clarify
certain issues and procedures
within the state senate this aca
demic year. Each committe has
its own targeted issues, some of

which can lead to volatile discus
sions within the senate. The
sta te senate decides upon
blanket rules and procedures, but
many issues are referred back to
individual campuses for ap
propriate interpretation accor
ding to the student make-up and
programs on each campus.
□ A very touchy issue is the
one of separating rank from sal
ary. Currently, when a profes
sional from industry is hired to
teach at a university, he enters
under the rank of assistant pro
fessor and assumes the cor
responding salary. Gooden said
the problem now is that in some
fields such as computer science
and engineering, industry can of
fer considerably more money.
‘‘Now the university is up
against the situation if they can’t
hire somebody at the salary the
market is offering with the
desired expertise, the temptation
is to bring him in as a professor,”
he said. Such a per^qn would not
have the other qualifications to
be a professor such as the
research record, publications or
the teaching experience. A solu
tion to the problem could be to
hire an expert from outside to
teach as an assistant professor
but give him professor’s salary.
‘‘The faculty is very uncomfor
table with this,” Gooden said.
‘‘On one level they want to
discuss it objectively, but the
Board of Trustees has made it an
item for bargaining. It makes for
a very frustrating and awkward
problem. Should the market
determine the salary? And don’t
you run the risk of having the
market determine the cur
riculum?”
He added that if salary were to
be determined by the market,
there would be a conflict between
departments, as an engineer
could command a higher salary
in industry than could a histori
an. ‘‘We’re under tremendous
pressure (to decide this issue)
because the market does intrude,
but on the other hand you don’t
want to say that the market
should set the values for socie
ty.”

□ The issue of what constitutes
an item for collective bargaining
is one that needs to be clarified.
Gooden said when the faculty
organized and selected a repre
sentative unit, the California
Faculty Association, it began us
ing the CFA to bargain with the
Board of Trustees in matters of
employment condition and sala
ry.
The legislation that allowed
the CFA to perform this function
allows for the academic senate to
have jurisdiction over some
issues that are not to be
bargained upon. But there exists
a gray area between what is and
is not appropriate to put on the
bargaining table.
One issue that falls into the
undefined area is the basis for
faculty promotion. Gooden said
this is a very important issue to
resolve because in bargaining one
side will sometimes make a
rather inappropriate offer just to
get the other side to start talk
ing. He said promotion of faculty
is faculty business but it is not
appropriate to bargain on it.
□ The question of research and
professional development among
CSU faculty is another issue
with which to contend. The
master plan for higher education
in California is being reviewed by
a specially appointed commission
to which various organizations
will voice their recommendations
and concerns. The master plan,
originally appointed University
of California campuses to be the
premiere research facility among
colleges in the state. Kersten
said CSU faculty are only
authorized under the master plan
to engage in research if it is instructionally-related. There is
some movement afoot to allow or
require research from CSU facul
ty.
‘‘This causes some concern
because some faculty, although
there is some division on this,
feel an overemphasis on research
without extra funding will come
at the expense of excellence in
See SENATORS, page 8
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SENATORS
From page 7
the classroom,” Kersten said. He
said the other opinion is that a
lack of opportunity for profes
sional development is not a
healthy
environment.
After
completing graduate work, a
teacher is at the cutting edge of
his discipline, but after 20 years
of teaching, advances are made
and instructors must be given
the chance to learn new tech
niques in their fields.
“ My guess is that the majority
of the faculty would like to see

4 T thiirk you have to feel

you have something
to offer, in the
sense that you have
some ideas in how to
make things better.’
— Tim Kersten
more opportunities for profes
sional development but not at
the expense of teaching ex
cellence. The State Academic
Senate would have to debate
what items would be cut back or
if and where additional funds will
come from to allow th is,”
Weatherby said.
□ W eatherby is cu rren tly
chairman of the consortium
committee which is in the pro^cess of being phased out. That
.'ommittee oversees academic
programs that don’t fit nicely in0 the other 19 CSU campuses.
Gooden said the consortium
.ommittee serves as a 20th cam)us, headquartered in Long
Jeach, to which students pay
their fees. Students who go
through
consortium
include
those whose desired programs
aren’t offered at a CSU near
them or for non-traditional stu
dents, such as a mother of two
who lives in Pozo and can’t make
it to class.
About 20 nursing students at
tend Cal Poly through consortium. Because no nursing classes

are offered at Cal Poly, students
can come here to take general
education and breadth classes
while pursuing the nursing pro
gram at Cuesta College.
Weatherby said the program is
being phased out for a number of
reasons.
“ Some people viewed the con
sortium committee as a 20th
campus and it was causing fric
tion with some of the other CSU
campuses for funding distribu
tion and students,” he said.
□ The issue of collegiality is
one that is very important to
many faculty and the Ad
ministration. It was adopted by
the Board of Trustees last year
but is still being interpreted on
individual campuses.
Kersten, who served on the
task force appointed to draw up
a document on collegiality said,
“ We looked at what we thought
would be the appropriate roles
for faculty. Administration, stu
dents and alumni is the CSU and
how they should relate to one
another and how decision making
should be approached.”
Kersten said that on this cam
pus, it is too early to expect
dramatic changes, but that there
are some areas that can be im
proved upon. He said the effect
of the collegiality statement is to
foster a sense of community on
campus, which he said he feels is
already good.
The issues raised in the State
Academic Senate are quite
time-consuming to resolve, but
all three Cal Poly senators feel
it’s worth the time and effort.
Explaining why the organiza
tion of state senate is so good,
Gooden said, “ We set the stan
dard. In that way differ from the
industrial model. Management
might be in a position to deter
mine what kind of automobile,
but
t h a t ’ s b e c a u se
the
autoworker isn’t an engineer. In
this case, who should better
know what the curriculum should
be than the faculty. It’s a unique
kind of situation.”
f

t
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A Senate drops idea
of AIMS resolution
By Pam ela Varma

staff Writor

The Academic Senate execu
tive committee on Tuesday put
on the back burner a resolution
that asked that instructional
funds not be used to pay for the
A d m in istrativ e
In fo rm a tio n
Management System (AIMS).
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker had expressed concerns
with the original resolution
because he said there were some
misstatements of fact in regards
to other possible sources of fun
ding for AIMS. Frank Lebens,
director of operations, and Jim
Landreth, director of business
affairs, spoke to the committee
on Baker’s behalf and explained
that the various funds in ques
tion actually were earmarked for
other uses. As a result of this
clarification,
the
committee
agreed to drop the resolution.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
fund-raising event for embattled
California Chief Justice Rose
Bird took on a somber at
mosphere as liberals predicted
dire consequences if a campaign
to unseat^er succeeds.
“ If she loses as bad as some of
the polls indicate, it would be
very bad for our positions, for
progressive causes,” Eleanor
Smeal, president of the National
Organization for Women, told
about 60 people gathered in
Washington on Tuesday night.
“ It gets to be no fun losing
again and again,” she said.
The Los A ngeles Times
reported in Wednesday’s editions
on the gathering.
The event at liberal activist
Vic Kamber’s home raised about
$25,000 to help Bird keep her
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seat on the state Supreme Court
in the wake of mounting opposi
tion. Bird, whose bid for recon
firmation by California voters
will be on the Nov. 4 ballot, was
scheduled to appear but canceled
at the last minute, the newspaper
said.
Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader told Bird’s supporters
that “ professional Democrats are
all backing away from her.”
“ You never advance when
you’re backing away,” he said.
But a handful of California
Democratic lawmakers agreed to
be named on a list of supporters
handed out at the fund-raiser.
They included Reps. Howard L.
Berman of Panorama City,
George Brown Jr. of Riverside,
Barbara Boxer of Greenbrae and
Mel Levine of Santa Monica.
Opponents cite her failure to
uphold a single death penalty
during her nine years on the
bench.
Nader called the campaign
against her a smoke screen for a
“ corporate assault on the court.”
Saying most opposition money
is from large agricultural inter
ests, insurance companies and
big banks, he claimed that all
judges will fear a similar cam
paign if they try to “ discipline
the abuse of corporate power.”

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
When the U.S. and Vietnam were
deadly enemies, most Americans
to u r in g
th e
w a r-s c a rre d
Southeast Asian nation were
wearing camouflage uniforms
and trading gunshots with an
elusive foe.
But today, 11 years after the
fall of Saigon marked the end of
the conflict, Vietnam has decided
it wants American tourists and
dollars. If you have $1,826 to
spare, you can spend 12 days in
the land the U.S. spent billions
trying vainly to defeat.
“ Come to Vietnam and you will
find a rare country, not a series
of sideshows laid on for passing
tourists,” reads one brochure at
British-born travel agent John
Quin-Harkin’s Go Travel Agen
cy. The war is never mentioned.
“ What I’ve learned is that the
Vietnamese would like to open up
the country to tourism,” said
Quin-Harkin. “ They probably
need the dollars. They would like
also not only to open it up to
tourism; they’d also like to open
it up to people who have left
Vietnam and would like to go
back and see their families.”
Quin-Harkin says his tours of
30 people each will begin Nov.
24, and displayed a stack of
envelopes destined for others
who had expressed interest in the
trip.
Quin-Harkin is offering oncea-month double-occupancy 12day tours for $1,826 each, or
19-day tours for $2,539. The
Vietnam gateway is Ho Chi Minh
City, once known as Saigon.
Prices cover rooms, transpor
tation, including Air Vietnam in
side the country, three meals a
day in the country, sightseeing
and tickets to cultural events.
“ The trouble has been in get
ting tours into Vietnam on a
regular basis,” he said, although
least two small groups already
have toured Vietnam.
Not everybody will be wel
come, cautioned Quin-Harkin. He
pointed to a visa application that
apparently goes to Hanoi for
review and requires seven weeks
for processing.
Although some Vietnamese
who left the country will be
allowed to visit, there is no
open-door policy involved.
Only those Vietnamese with an
exit permit number would be
welcome back.
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The A cadem ic Senate had
previously passed a resolution in
favor of AIMS.
The executive committee also:
□ Agreed to move to a first
reading at the next full Academic
Senate meeting a resolution to
change the term “ option” in a
major to “ concentration” and to
clearly define it. The resolution
also calls for the senate to study
and resolve before the next
catalog cycle whether or not
concentrations should be re
quired and if a student outside
the major may have access to a
concentration.
□ Agreed to move to the con
sent agenda for the next full Ac
ademic Senate meeting a resolu
tion supporting all efforts by
university groups in their pro
motions for appreciation and
understanding of the U.S. Con
stitution.

Supporters express worry
at Bird fund-raising event
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Mustangs dealt
blow by UCSB
By Tim R obinson
Special to the Dally

In standings it’s just another
number added to the right-hand
side of the win-loss column, but
when it comes at the hands of
your rivals in front of a home
crowd, and in the decisive man
ner in which UC Santa Barbara
beat the Cal Poly women’s
volleyball team, it’s anything but
just another loss.

‘We beat ourselves
with dumb, careless
mistakes; we gave
them all their
points’
— Carol Tschasar
The final score of 15-11, 15-11,
15-6 clearly reflects the manner
in which the Gauchos, ranked
No. 10 in the nation, dismantled
the No. 11 ranked Mustangs. The
Mustangs did manage to make
the first two games close, but by
the third game they were
rendered defenselesss to UCSB’s
obvious offensive superiority.
“ I knew we were going to be
very lacking in firepower at one
left-side hitter’s spot tonight ...
All I was hoping for was that we
would be a little bit steadier and
get the ball to our veterans out
on the floor,” said head coach
Mike Wilton, whose Mustangs
dropped to 14-8.
The Mustangs, who were
without the services of Theresa
Smith, were anything but steady.
Smith, who has become one of

Cal Poly’s most potent offensive
weapons, suffered an ankle inju
ry, ironically enough, when Cal
Poly faced UCSB in the NIVT
Tournament during the weekend.
The Mustangs did have some
moments of individual brillance,
such as Vera Pendergast’s
spikes, which found the seams in
the Gaucho defense several
times. Despite Pendergast’s ef
forts, which included a team-high
11 kills, the Mustang outbursts
were few and far in between.
The Gauchos, who had 93 digs
compared to only 74 for the
Mustangs, gave up no easy
points. Little seemed to work
against a very Scrooge-like
..vAe-defense, which required the
Mustangs to pay dearly in work
and hustle for each point.
,
MIKE SHOUP/Muatang Dally
This probably ended all late Cal Poly middle blocker Erin Delters, left, goes up with BarrI Johnson Tuesday to block a Gaucho spike.
comeback hopes, such as the one
that occurred two weeks ago at
UCSB, when the Mustangs re
bounded to win the last three
games to take the match.
Also, the UCSB defense all but
neutralized Carol Tschasar, who
had only four kills for the match.
T sch asar, who along with
Charolette Mitchel of UCSB was
one of the two All-American
candidates playing in the match,
was held far short of her usual
double-digit output in kills and
blocks. Tschasar accounted for
only three blocks.
“ We beat ourselves with dumb,
careless mistakes; we gave them
all their points,” said Tschasar,
who also added that the team’s
passing had much to be desired.
The M ustangs did beat
themselves, which was so evident
early in the third game when a
ball dropped in the middle of
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Hinshaw to compete ii^Ironman for fifth time
Cal Poly’s resident triathlete to run in
premier test o f endurance on Saturday
BY E L M E R R A M O S , Staff Writer
his own feet pounded the
sun-baked pavement in a
methodic gait, Chris Hinshaw
heard someone else’s footsteps
behind him grow louder. Four miles
into the marathon — the final stage
of the grueling 140-mile Ironman
Triathlon — Hinshaw’s once for
midable lead was about to slip away.
The approaching footsteps
belonged to Scott Tinley, a three
time runner-up in the Ironman who
had come from 16 minutes behind to
catch Hinshaw. Several miles later,
as Tinley pulled away and disap
peared into the horizon dimmed by
the setting sun, Hinshaw knew he
would have to settle for second
place.
Hinshaw, a 22-year-old Cal Poly
senior, was the runner-up in last
year’s Ironman, but he posted the
sixth-fastest time in the triathlon’s
history. Perhaps just as satisfying is
that his early pace was so blistering
that Tinley had to post the fastest
time in Ironman history to catch
him.
But when the gun goes off early
Saturday morning to signal the start
of this year’s race, Hinshaw will
.have his sights set on victory. He
has little doubt that a win in
triathlon’s biggest event — it’s
World Series, Super Bowl, Kentucky
Derby — is within his grasp.
“ I feel good,” Hinshaw said last
week before leaving for Hawaii, site
of the event that features a 2.4-mile
swim, a 112-mile bike ride and a
26.2-mile run.
_
Hinshaw said he has done
everything he can possibly do to
prepare for his fifth assault on the
Ironman. For the past few months,
his life has revolved around a train
ing regimen designed to bring him to
his physical and mental peak in time

A
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for the race.
The daily routine would be
punishing to a lesser athlete. Seem
ingly endless hours swimming in a
pool, riding along Highway 1 and
running in Poly Canyon bring him to
an astonishing weekly total: 25,000
yards swimming, 300 miles biking
and SO miles running.
“ It gets extremely boring doing
the same thing day after day,” he
said. “ And I don’t lead a real good
social life.”
But a good social life is something
Hinshaw is willing to sacrifice in
order to achieve what he set out to
do five years ago.
He was introduced to triathlon
when he saw the Ironman on televi
sion in 1981. A couple of months
later, he and his older sister, Jen
nifer, began training. Their goal: to
face the challenge of triathlon, and
eventually, win the Ironman.
In 1982, the pair’s first attempt at
the Ironman, Jennifer outshined her
brother. While Chris struggled to
become the 140th man to finish,
Jennifer was the ninth woman across
the line.
Undaunted, Chris came back the
next year and broke into the top-20
with a 14th place finish. He improv
ed steadily, crossing the finish line in
eighth place the next year and se
cond place last year.
Jennifer’s best finish was sixth in
1984, and she has since quit
triathlons. But she and the rest of
the six-member family will be in
Hawaii to give Chris moral support.
“ I can’t tell you how nervous I
get,” Hinshaw said. “ Finals week is
a big joke in comparison.”
Unlike shorter triathlons, which
pack an immense amount of intensi
ty into two or three hours, the
SeeIR O N M A N ,pagell

Chris Hinshaw competes in the bicycie portion of a iocai triathion.

TAIKAI f. W

VOLLEYBALL
From page 9

three Cal Poly defenders. The
Mustangs, who used freshmen
Dana Davis and Barri Johnson in
place of the injured Smith, never
seemed to act as a cohesive unit.
“ Santa Barbara’s a smart team
— they knew what to expect.
They’re experienced and they
knew we were going to two peo
ple — Vera and Carol,” Wilton
said.

Japanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar
Authentic Japanese Gourmet Specialties
including Tempura & Teriyaki.
Try one of our Delicious Lunch
and Dinner Combinations.
OPEN TUES.-SUN.; LUNCH 11 a.m. • DINNER S-1t p.m.
1350 MADONNARO. 541-2754

^

^

p o l]r » U n t

and
flopal

3 0 % REBATE
w hen you BUY 3 or m ore
cu t ro ses, tro p ica ls,
1 g a llo n co n ta in er p la n ts
Satu rd ay 10 AN • 2 FN

HAPPY HOUR
AT
CAL POLY
2 for 1 SPECIAL
THIS FRIDAY
3 - 5 : 3 0 PM
cu t ro ses
1 g a llo n p la n ts
tro p ica ls

LOCATED
a t th e to p o f th e hill

Where
do yo u g et
PDQ Resumes?

PDQ*Resumes
77/£ S J9 .9 5 ALTERNATIVE

TO

CAMPUS

sicáte
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Photo courtoty of TologramTiltuine

'Puny Dura Quick

P U V s iy

ar^

R-ORAL

544 9789 « 2226 Beebce Street
r a v e *
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The Mustangs will face No. 1
ranked San Diego State this
weekend, but Smith is expected
back in the line-up, although
maybe not 100 percent.
The Aztecs beat Cal Poly
earlier this year in San Diego,
15-10, 15-10, 9-15, 15-4. In that
game, the Aztecs had 65 kills for
a percentage of .331. Middle
blocker Kris Morton led her team
in the win with 19 kills.

A ll W e ll Drinks

I M ic h a eCocktails
l's 781 Club
LUB
781
OCKTAILS

OPEN THURS .. FR! .
SA T NIGHTS ONI Y
781 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo
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Knight hero o f 16th inning victory

IRONMAN

Mets win league pennant
HOUSTON (AP) — Ray
Knight keyed a three-run 16th
inning Wednesday and the New
York Mets survived one last
Houston Astros’ rally to win
their third National League pen
n a n t, 7-6, in the longest
postseason game ever.
The Mets’ extra-inning rally
was their second of the game as
they erased a 3-0 deficit in the
ninth inning and took a 4-3 lead
in the 14th before the Astros’
Billy Hatcher tied it in the bot
tom of the inning with a home
run that hit the screen attached
to the left-field foul pole.
New York will open the World
Series at home Saturday against
the winner of the BostonCalifornia American League
playoff series.

It may take that long for the
Mets to come down from their
pennant clincher, a game that
provided brilliant pitching and
clutch hitting and saw the
Astros’ dream finally die with
the winning run on base.
Astros left-hander Bob Knepper held the Mets to two hits be
fore they rallied in the ninth,
while Mets pitchers shut out the
Astros from the second until the
14th.
Darryl Strawberry, hitless in
four previous at-bats, started the
winning rally with a pop-fly dou
ble off losing pitcher Aurelio
Lopez. Strawberry hit the ball off
his fists into center field, and the
ball fell between Hatcher and se
cond baseman Bill Doran. The
ball hit the artificial turf and
bounced over Hatcher’s head as

From page 10
Ironman stretches the anguish
over nine hours. Much of the
challenge lies in maintaining
Strawberry went to second.
Knight, traded from the Astros mental stability while the body
to New York in 1984, then singl reaches its threshhold.
“ You feel like you’re dying
ed to right field. Houston right
fielder Kevin Bass’ throw was up sometimes,’’ Hinshaw said. “ You
the third-base line and too late to have to convince yourself to stay
in the race.’’
get Strawberry.
A lot of that convincing must
Knight went to second on the
come
during the run, he said. The
throw, and Jeff Calhoun relieved
Lopez. Calhoun threw a wild competitors travel down a
pitch that sent Knight to third, highway flanked by black,
and Wally Backman walked. A smoldering lava fields, which in
second wild pitch by Calhoun tensify the sun’s effects and
scored Knighht and Len Dykstra boost the afternoon temperature
added a single off the glove of over 100 degrees.
The humidity and steady
first baseman Glenn Davis to
headwinds
add to the torment.
score the final run.
New York reliever Jesse And the presence of Tinley and
Orosco, who allowed Hatcher’s four-time champion Dave Scott
home run, earned his third vic will give Hinshaw even more to
tory in the series despite allow think about.
Still, he is confident and ready.
ing Houston to once again draw
He plans to quit triathlons in a
near.

couple of years and does not
want to do so without having
once claimed the title of Ironman
Champion.
“ 1 don’t see the purpose of go
ing out a loser,’’ he said.

Women’s volleyball
PCAA Standings
Overall Records
T e a m ...................... ___ W

L

Pct.iv

San Diego State . . . .
San Jose S tate........
Hawaii......................
Pacific......................
Santa Barbara..........
Cal Poly....................
Long Beach..............
Irvine........................
Fullerton..................
Fresno......................

1
1
2
3
6
8
10
15
16
14

.964
.933
.889
.842
.714
.636
.444
.318
.273
.222

. . . . 27
...... 14
. . . . 16
....16
....15
___ 14
....8
___ 7
.... 6
___4

M u s t a n g D a il y
AC&R ClUB MEETING Thurs nite at 6
til 7PM. Don’t miss Ron Sweet
from DMG speaking on Sales Engr.
Come to RM110 BLD12. All Students

A tt
JEWISH STUDENTS
“ FREE FOOD" “ FREE DRINK“
“ FREE FUN“
HALLOWEEN PARTY

with a unique SLO senior citizen.
Through the Adopt-a-Grandparent pro
gram or a weekly visit you could change
a person's life! For more info mtg on 10/
14. Call 546-2476.
SHPE
SOCIETY OF HISPANIC
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
Welcomes ONE AND ALL TO THE 2ND
MTG. 6pm Thursday M.E.P. BLDG.
SIGMA IOTA EPSILON MEETING ON
Oct.20 7PM for current members.
Please plan to attend.For mtg
info call Kathy at 541-1764.

Volunteer Tutors
are needed to work with teens 7-12
grades in basic subjects. Set your own
schedule. For more info call SCS 5462476.

DID YOU FORGET SOMETHING?! POLY
PHASE has Final Paybacks OCT 16 11 to
1 UU218.

EIT REVIEW
5 SESSIONS-COME TO
ONE. TWO, OR ALL FIVE
Thurs Oct 9 Strength of Materials
Tues Oct 14 Dynamics
Thurs Oct16 Fluid Mechanics
Tues Oct 21 Thermodynamics
Thurs Oct23 Electrical Circuits
$3 per Session
All sessions lead by professors
Sessions held Bldg 13 Rm 112 7-9pm

SPIRITS IN THE Material World
Yosemite Dance 9-1 OCT 17
$1 with Hall Card $1.50 without
SR PROJECT-TERM PAPER-SPEECH
Save hours of research time
and get sperior results
THE ANSWER BOX 541-3001.

THRASH-X^HON 86

WANTED-Hard working,career-minded
students who aren't afraid to take risks.
Add "life" to your resume & experience
an education that can’t be found in a
classroom.Windsurfing,
Mt.biking,rock
climbing.caving,backpacking & more.For
details come to the Escape Route
downstairs in the UU. ASI OUTINGS“Oncein a lifetime...

Order of Omega would like to
congratulate all fraternities and
sororities on their awesome
pledge classes. We are all going
to
have
a
great

WANTED!
Coordinators for the
TOM BRADLEY
RUN FOR CALIFORNIA
An Exciting.Challenging.One Day
Experience
Come to the CountDown Meeting
Tonight at 7pm at the Laborers
Temple 1530 Monterey St
For further info call Ilona Ing
or Wes Kennedy at Democratic
Headquarters 546-8499
(References given to prospective
employers.)

Thurs 10-16Thurs NITE LIVE
SAT 10-18 COCKTAIL PARTY
TUES 10-21 WINE & CHEESE INVITE
ONLY
WED 10-22 SMOKER INVITE ONLY

30% REBATE
When you buy 3 or more of cut
roses, tropical plants, 1 gallon plants.
This Saturday 10am-2pm at Poly Plant
and Floral (on the hill at the Horticulture
Unit)

El Corral Bookstore Now Stock Exam File
from Engineering Press For Engineering
courses: Chem, Physics, Calculus.

Happy Hr-Cal Poly
2 for 1 SPECIAL on cut roses,
tropical plants, 1 gallon plants,
FRIDAY 3-5:30pm at Poly Plant and
Floral (on the hill at the
Horticulture Unit)

HEALTH CARD
STICKERS
AVAILABLE
CASHIER.

AT

HEALTH

CENTER

OCT. 22-24
SK8-4-DA-HEART

year !

PHI KAPPA PSI
LITTLE SIS RUSH

Pledge, Wiegmann
Here’s to a fantastic formal!
This one will be better than
the Last!! Are You Ready?-FTD

SIGMA CHI OMEGA
CONGRATULATES THE DELTA PLEDGE
CLASS. YOU GUYS ARE IN FOR A
GREAT QUARTER IN HOC

iampus Motorcross
RACE YOUR MOTORCYLE WITH THE
PENGUINS M/C.MEMBERSHIP REQ'D TO
RACE AVAILABLE AT THE EVENT
SPECTATORS WELCOME.SUNDAY10-19
9AM TRACK LOCATED NR CROP UNIT.
FOLLOW TH£ SIGNS INFO 544-9407.
SOONER TH>

Pants! Pants! Pants! For guys only; Got
cha, Instinct and Jimmy Z. Get Pant’st at
the Sea Bam In Avila Beach.

"TO LIVE AND DIE IN LA."
THIS FRIDAY ONLY-7&9:15ONLY $1.50 AT CHUMASH AUDITORIUM.
"Young Sherlock Holmes"
Wednesday Oct 15 7 & 9:15pm only$1.50.

Alpha Chi Omega Is totally phyched for
Derby Days!!! Thanks Sigma Chi you're
awesome! The“ Nu’s“.
HERE IS TO GOOD TIMES TO COME
I’M FIRED UP TO BE YOUR LITTLE
BRO. THANKS FOR EVERYTHING.
YLB BOB R. Lambda XA.
LAMBDA CHI
Congratulates Brother
QREQ SPICER
The new ASI Greek Relations Offer

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO CTY CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO BCH
773-5851 DAYS 489-0724 EVE

SKI STEAMBOAT!
Colorado-$299 Everything for a
good time included. Esc Route 11-1

X-MASGREAK
SKI AUSTRIA $749
Slide show Oct 21 Tues at 6:00pm
UU220.Air 1st class accomodations
1 week free Avis car. Not a misprint!
Space is limited.Presented by ASI
TRAVEL CLUB & Gulliver’s Travel. More
info 5 4 6 ^ 1 2 .

25 DRIVERS NEEDED:
EARN UP TO $6plus PER HOUR (WAGES,
TIPS, AND COMMISSION) MUST HAVE
OWN CAR AND INSURANCE.APPLY IN
PERSON AFTER 5PM: 775 FOOTHILL
BLVD SLO,140 S ELM AG,2084 9th LO
8305 EL CAM INOAT AS.

ALL THE BEST USED OFFICE FUR
NITURE Desks From 39.95. 4420 Broad,
543-2596 Just past Tank Farm Rd.
APPLE IT& W/EVERYTHING!
$925-OBO 541-6971.
COUCH,CH AIR,ENDTABLE $150 or off
er. Antique oak desk $2(X) or off
er. Call 544-0303(12-5) 466-2143
Oat Hay Sweet red stem
4.00 per Bale 66.00 per Ton
238-6928 Delivery Avail.

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-29 LBS IN
30 DYS. 100% GUARANTEED 481-1128.

INFORMATION
Counseling on contraception and
relationships available.
Sexuality Peer Educators are here
for you MWTh 10am to 2pm. Appts.
at Health Center. Love carefully!

1985 HONDA REBEL LOW MILES
MUST SELL! CALL 544-6177.

OVERNIGHT SERVICE, usually
$1.50/pg typical, Leslie 549-9039.

IKU!!!!!!

Wed Oct 221!! Main Gym 8:30pm
Tickets on sale nowlStu Adv $11.50
Presented by ASI CONCERTS!

ALPHA CHI OMEGA THANKS THE SAE
AND THE SIGMA NU PLEDGES FOR THE
TG AGAIN !?!THE“NU“PLEDGES.

Another year, and I’m still here. For typ
ing, call Susie, 528-7805.

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona) M-Sat, 9am-6pm,by appt, 544-2591.

Ms. Greene, how 'bout a poly
canyon picnic?
RCJ

FALL RODEO
Oct 17th 6pm 18th 1pm
Tickets at UU or Gate

Lambda Chi Alpha

THIS ISTHEMOBILEI
I WILL ACCEPT THE BEST OFFER ON
THIS FINE PIECE OF ENGINEERING. 73
9PSNG STWGN PLYMTH SATALITE
(BS2’S) 400 CU IN RUNS GOOD! ASK
$500 546-9532 HANS.
WATERBED, KINGSIZE, GOOD SHAPE
PLEASE CALL DAVE 543-2536 EVE.

1984 KAWASAKI GPZ 750,1300 MILES,
PERFECT COND,$1995,DAN AT 239-3526

Nishiki International 12 Speed great
cond. red/silver$325.00/0ff 544-2779.
WOMAN’S 10SP BIKE-upright handle
bars & basket. Great Bike-Must
Sell $50OBO CALL LINDA 543-2536

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 8545.
1976 DATSUN B210,RUNS WELL, 2nd
OWNER, LOW MILES,$1250 995-3502.
66
BUICK
SKYLARK
’’CLASSIC’’
Cassette Stereo, AM radio good condi
tion, dependable only $650 OBO, Call
543-4942.

M roommate needed to share rm.
Close to Poly-easy going room
mates. Call 544-5077.

OWN ROOM
IN HOUSE
ROOM IN NICE, LARGE HOME FOR
$250/MONTH. FIRST/LAST/$25 Dap. PETS
OK. KARA OR TANYA 549-8200 or 544
0870. FEMALE PREF. BUT MALE OK.
FURN..WASH/ DRYER/FI REPL' ACE/
MICRO./BBQ/LARGE YARD,. A FUN
ROOMMATES.
Room available in 2br/1 Vtba mobile
home In SLO approx 4mi from Poly.
W/D, dw, MW. Prefer M/F in Engr.
or Technical major. Non-Smoker.
$300/MO &$100dep. Utilities incl.
Linda 544-7675 after 3:30 Awkends
SEARCHING FOR MALE ROOMY TO
SHARE W/3 OTHERS. NICE CONDO,
LOTS OF SPACE-$200/M) 5494)487

BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of alt the affordable houses
and condos for sale in SLO,including
condos near Poly, call Steve Nelson F/S
Inc. 543-8370. Leave message.
Creekside MO Dbl-wide 2Bdrm 1 1/2bth
total upgraded washr/dryr/dshwshr new
carper 8X30 end porch semifurn corner
lot nice $47,500 Call Janie for appt 5440577/541-3766.
THROWING AWAY RENT $.DONT! Invest
or buy a home/condo.Call for list of SLO
homes. Kent Mazzia, 544-5777.
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MONEY

HOUSING

From page 1
within 14 days of vacancy.
Bostrom said although there
are many very good and compe
tent owners, he still hears too
many cases of students who be
lieve money was u n fairly
withheld from their deposits. He
has advice for students who want
to avoid housing problems.
He said that first of all, stu
dents should have a talk with a
prospective landlord before sign
ing a contract. Asking landlords
if they routinely withhold money
from deposits is a good idea. If
there is a lease, students should
ask under what conditions one
may be released from the con
tract.
He said prospective
renters might also find out about
sub-leasing.
Bostrom added it is a good
idea to talk to some of the cur
rent tenants to ask them how the
landlord deals with noise and
ASI currently plans to pay for repairs.
the information campaign from a
But dealing with former te
fund reserved for unexpected nants rather than the landlord
emergencies, said Higgins. The can also lead to problems,
account currently has $7,000.
Bostrom said . He painted this
“ The finance committee was scenario: a student who needs
distraught by Swanson’s action; housing knows a student who is
now the students have less of an moving because he is graduating.
opportunity to become inform He gives the graduate the depos
ed,” said Higgins.
it and moves in. Later, when he
The informational campaign is moves
o u t,
the
lan d lo rd
expected to cost $1,455, which
will cover duplicating for posters
and in fo rm atio n b o o k lets,
\ypesetting, and newspaper ads,
SACRAMENTO (AP) — The
Higgins said.
The finance committee will state Water Resources Control
strongly urge Swanson to ask Board has approved a plan to in
the Administration to pay for crease Santa Rosa’s discharge of
election costs, which include the treated sewage into the Russian
printing of ballots, a pro/con River.
The 3-2 vote came on Tuesday,
statement and the hiring of the
despite
pleas from opponents
League of Women Voters to
oversee the election, said Hig who said the change threatens
gins. The cost of running the further pollution of the scenic
river.
election is estimated at $800.
The interim plan will allow
“ The finance committee didn’t
Santa
Rosa’s regional sewer
feel that it would be bad to ask
to discharge treated
the Administration to pay for plant
election costs because it is an wastewater at up to 5 percent of
the river’s flow between Oct. 1
unbiased process,” Higgins said.

From page 1
ective staff and “ 30 to 40 stu
dents at large.” Van Vleck and
ASI Controller Andy Higgins,
both members of this staff, said
they were not consulted on the
issue.
ASI is a student government,
but it is also a business, and it
has to solicit student opinion
about financial matters. Van
Vleck said. “ The decision was
not an informed one; students
weren’t given information which
was properly researched before
they were asked to reach a deci
sion.”
Tom Randall, also a member of
the president’s executive staff,
said that the decision was made
with good intentions. “ We were
never told whether or not there
were any conditions attached to
the money by the Administra
tion.”
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Students with dirty apartments may not get their cieaning deposit back.

withholds money from the origi
nal deposit because of damage
done by the first tenant. “ The
graduate is probably in New
York,” he added jokingly.
“ Do things in writing and read
what you sign,” Bostrom cau
tioned. He also said it is a good
idea to go on a walk-through
with landlords and write down
everything that is in need of

repair. This can be used if a
dispute arises later.
Jim Kemper of the San Luis
Obispo Human Relations Com
mission said a tenant who feels
cheated should first talk to the
landlord. If that fails to solve the
problem, he said the tenant
should go to a small claims court.
According to Kemper, the tenant
actually has a slight advantage

in court. “ It is the landlord’s re
sponsibility to show that the
charges were reasonable and
legitimate,” he said, adding that
the court will ask the tenant if all
other avenues have been ex
hausted.
He said the HRC has a media
tion board but, that it is normal
ly used in cases that involve
disputes between several tenants
and their landlord.

Board allows more sewage in Russian River
and May 14. Currently, the limit
is 1 percent.
The new rule is tied to a re
quirement that Santa Rosa use
advanced treatment methods on
its wastewater.
Ben Kor, executive officer of
the North Coast Regional Water
Quality Control Board, said ad
vanced treatment already has
been implemented by Santa
Rosa.
River residents insisted that
Santa Rosa’s system needs fur
t he r i m p r o v e m e n t b e f o r e
discharging increased amounts of

wastewater into the river.
“ We need your help,” Sonoma
C o u n t y S u p e r v i s o r Er ni e
Carpenter told the state board.
He said Santa Rosa should be
held to its promise to end river
discharge altogether, and added
the board should impose strict
growth limitations and tougher
wastewater treatment standards
on Santa Rosa before permitting
a greater discharge.
Brenda
Adelman,
a
spokeswoman for the River Citi
zens Sewer Committee, said the
interim standards are “ unaccep

There’s no substitute for the
FINEST of submarine sandwiches.
•

“ We in the Russian River have
no confidence that the proposed
solution will not be used to ac
commodate the burgeoning in
dustry of growth,” she said. Ac
cording to Adelman, the interim
standards could be in effect for
years and allow Santa Rosa to
delay finding a long-term solu
tion to its wastewater problem.

1987

Calendars
A truly practical gift

-

/

table” to river residents because
they don’t control Santa Rosa’s
growth or provide for enforce
ment in cases of further pollu
tion.
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2 FREE DRINKS

500 OFF

w/ ANY SIZE SANDWICH

ANY SIZE SANDWICH

(limit: one coupon per sandwich)

(limit: one coupon per sandwich)

COUPON

S ie rra CluD

1060 O so s St.

541.0955

COUPON

Van Gough
Renoit
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